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In an often quoted but not carefully read paper, Wigner (1960) spoke of the

unreasonable effectiveness of mathematics in the natural sciences. Mathematics and

modern physics in his view presented such fundamentally different branches of

knowledge that their close relationship appeared to be puzzling, mysterious and

unreasonable.

Missing from Wigner’s analysis is an account of the constitution of mathematics,

on the one hand, and its changing relationship with sciences on the other. He adopts

uncritically the definition of pure abstract mathematics of the twentieth century and

projects it to the mathematics of all areas and all eras. Moreover, the paper is

focused almost exclusively on modern theoretical physics (Islami 2016). Thus,

critics of Wigner have focused, and with good motivation, on ineffectiveness of

mathematics in other sciences (see, for example, Longo and Montévil 2013; Steiner

1998; Velupillai 2005, for responses).

In this spirit, the collection of papers edited by Johannes Lenhard and Martin

Carrier, Mathematics as a Tool: Tracing New Roles of Mathematics in the Sciences,

recognizes deficiencies in Wigner’s formulation. In the space of 13 papers, authors

re-conceptualize the relationship between mathematics and sciences as a dynamic

and dialectical relationship. The philosophical problem is not application, but

constitution, not only the constitution of mathematics as a tool, but also the co-

constitution of sciences using this tool.

The anthology starts with a brilliant essay by Ann Johnson. She argues that it is

obvious only from our current point of view that mathematics was always used as a

tool in engineering. After the scientific revolution of the seventeenth century,

engineers too adopted the ‘‘analytical ideal.’’ Yet the failure of rational mechanics in

producing accurate predictions and the success of the use of data tables led to a
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preference for using data tables rather than mathematical models throughout the

eighteenth and the nineteenth centuries.

The second essay, co-authored by Tarja Knuuttila and Andrea Loettgers, takes up

synthetic biology. Difficulties with using abstract mathematical models of genetic

circuits have led biologists to develop an alternative method called ‘‘synthetic

modeling’’ which uses both engineering and abstract mathematical models. Yet

since biologists still do not know why this patchwork works or how it could be

justified. These methods are best regarded as fictional.

In the third essay, Ido Yavetz takes up this problem in the context of Ptolemy’s

Almagest. The practical difficulties with using geometric constructions such as

repeatability and communication led to a preference for numerical procedures with

trigonometric tables.

Another instance of the shortcomings of ready-made mathematical models

occurred in quasi-crystals, as Hendrik Sørensen discusses. In a dynamic interaction

between mathematics and other sciences, in this case mathematics, physics and

crystallography, the notion of crystal and the accepted paradigm had to be revised in

order to include aperiodic crystals.

In all these cases in first part of the volume, no application ‘‘from the shelves’’

was possible. Mathematics as a tool, and at times, models other than mathematical

ones, had to be constructed as a response to the problems at hand. From a

philosophical point of view, however, the pragmatic success of a conceptual tool is

not a sufficient justification for its epistemic status.

The question of epistemic virtues of new tools motivates the second part of the

book. In the essay co-authored by Hans Hasse and Johannes Lenhard, the main

concern is analyzing the relationship between model and experiment, not classical

but simulation experiments. Since we are not able to predict the behavior of fluids

from first principles, we construct simulation models with parameters that can be

adjusted by experimental data.

Continuing the discussion on computational methods, Miles MacLeod discusses

the difficulties with deriving parameters. Computational methods are desirable as

means to overcoming limitations in human cognition as well as in practical

experimentation yet computational power alone cannot solve problems of limited

data and parameter uncertainty. Moreover, computational methods must be

considered as a tool of investigation not as representations.

In a similar spirit, Nicolas Fillion asks why simulation methods work. The idea is

that we cannot justify simulations in the traditional way since often the data are

sparse. One might suggest that the very success of these methods is an indication of

their epistemic status. Yet even if we accept that they are self-vindicating in a

particular case, this cannot justify their extension to other cases. For the vindication

of computer simulation, alternative methods such as asymptotic perturbation

provide us with the best guides.

Anouck Barberousse discusses ‘‘Empirical Bayes’’ (EB) as a statistical method

based on computation. This method not only has a mathematical part, but it also

uses stochastic methods. Since in the study of climate change the observational data

are scarce and heterogeneous, Empirical Bayes is widely used to make predictions.
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However, although EB equips scientists with a powerful tool it does not have a

robust theoretical grounding nor does it have a unified approach.

In all these cases, the question is about the epistemic status of these new tools,

which are heavily dependent on computers and their computational power.

Moreover, they require a philosophical reevaluation of mathematics as a tool,

which is the focus of the third part of the book.

David Aubin takes us to observatories in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.

He asks, in a context where instruments of the astronomer were carefully counted

and cataloged, how and when did mathematics become an instrument? In the

beginning, mathematics was a calculational tool in the hands of poorly paid, low

skilled ‘‘calculators,’’ laborers who spent arduous hours calculating repetitive

logarithms and simple but iterative arithmetical operations. Improving instruments

with mathematics, and improving mathematics as an instrument in the nineteenth

century leads to perfection of mathematics, which by itself can lead to new

discoveries.

Michael Eckert discusses another historical situation in which mathematicians

tried to answer very practical questions. He highlights the use of idealization in

Euler’s ideal flow theory, which neglects fluid resistance. This, however, is not an

impractical assumption for the sake of theoretical understanding, but rather a

response to a very practical analysis of pipe flow for fountains at Frederick the

Great’s summer palace.

Julie Jebeile argues that, like any tool, if it is to be useful, mathematics cannot be

‘‘idiosyncratic.’’ Thus, the transformation from descriptive representations to useful

models, also called ‘‘mathematization,’’ has to take the target system into account

from the very beginning. This transformation involves two phases of idealization:

translating representational content into mathematical language and making

equations tractable. She bases her argument on the case of fluid idealization and

counts five transformations each of which has its own idealization.

Domenico Napoletani, Marco Panza and Daniele Struppa argue that in data

analysis mathematics is ‘‘forced’’ onto data, as a way to give a mathematical form to

the problem itself. The goal is not to gain the best understanding but a solution that

is reliable. In case of optimization techniques, the link between structural

understanding of the phenomenon and successful problem solving through data

analysis can be broken without any impact on the problem solving itself, e.g.,

‘‘Brandt’s principle.’’ These are features of what the authors call ‘‘agnostic science’’

which make no claim about the structure of the phenomena itself beyond the

solution to the particular problem.

The volume ends on an overarching philosophical discussion by Jürgen Jost. The

challenge of large and diverse data sets necessitates a new understanding of the role

of mathematics. Mathematics is not ‘‘a mere formal tool for sciences’’ but must be

‘‘the science of formal tools.’’ Jost argues against the principle of reductionism and

points to the difficulties of moving from one scale to another in theoretical physics

and other fields. However, there are analogies between models in different domains

and regularities that are preserved in transition between scales which point toward

some ‘‘structure’’ at a more abstract level. Surprisingly also data sets possess
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‘‘internal structures’’ that go across different domains, contexts and disciplines, that

can be the proper subject of mathematics.

This volume invites us to rethink the roles of mathematics in the sciences,

especially ‘‘new roles of mathematics in the sciences’’ as the title suggests. A

question remains: in what way is this an entirely new role for mathematics?

Mathematical methods historically are developed as responses to practical

problems. As such and in the beginning they lack in rigor and formal structure.

While the initial development of a method raises doubts and concerns about its

validity, and ‘‘rigor’’ is pushed back to the background, in the critical period when,

as Felix Klein puts it, ‘‘the concern is to secure the treasures won,’’ the ideal of rigor

is stressed again. We are, from my point of view, in such a period with

computational methods.

Another and perhaps more important question is in what way is mathematics as a

conceptual tool different from a material tool such as a hammer? If there is a

philosophically important difference, we must highlight the role of mathematics in

the very constitution that replaces aspects our common sense with new, idealized

objects.
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